Evidence that "brain-specific" FOX-1, FOX-2, and nPTB alternatively spliced isoforms are produced in the lens.
Alternative RNA splicing is essential in development and more rapid physiological processes that include disease mechanisms. Studies over the last 20 years demonstrated that RNA binding protein families, which mediate the alternative splicing of a large percentage of genes in mammals, contain isoforms with mutually exclusive expression in non-neural and neural progenitor cells vs. post-mitotic neurons, and regulate the comprehensive reprogramming of alternative splicing during neurogenesis. Polypyrimidine tract binding (PTB) proteins and Fox-1 proteins also undergo mutually exclusive alternative splicing in neural and non-neural cells that regulates their tissue-specific expression and splicing activities. Over the past 50 years, striking morphological similarities noted between lens fiber cells and neurons suggested that cell biology processes and gene expression profiles may be shared as well. Here, we examined mouse and rat lenses to determine if alternative splicing of neuronal nPTB and Fox-1/Fox-2 isoforms also occurs in lenses. Immunoblot, immunofluorescence, and RT-PCR were used to examine expression and alternative splicing of transcripts in lens and brain. We demonstrated that exon 10 is predominantly included in nPTB transcripts consistent with nPTB protein in lenses, and that alternatively spliced Fox-1/-2 lens transcripts contain exons that have been considered neuron-specific. We identified a 3' alternative Fox-1 exon in lenses that encodes a nuclear localization signal consistent with its protein distribution detected in fiber cells. Neuronal alternative splicing of kinesin KIF1Bβ2 has been associated with PTB/nPTB and Fox-2, and we found that two 'neuron-specific' exons are also included in lenses. The present study provides evidence that alternative neuronal nPTB and Fox-1/Fox-2 isoforms are also produced in lenses. These findings raise questions regarding the extent these factors contribute to a similar reprogramming of alternative splicing during lens differentiation, and the degree that alternative gene transcripts produced during neurogenesis are also expressed in the lens.